MSA Council Meeting, Sept 3 2013

Socom announcements:
- MSA cards were ordered last year and now they’re being printed
- Urban spark owns a bunch of places in the city like the Pint and they will do event planning and host our block parties, as well as BOTB
- They’re creating the MSA cards and printing them
- Talking about putting aside some money for Socom rather than going store to store looking for stuff

GHL changes:
- There are upcoming elections to pick a GHL for the class of 2017
- Something about the GHL position being abolished
- A new larger role called VP Community Engagement would be created to replace the GHL but it will have many new responsibilities

Clubs budget:
- Vote:
  - Clubs are able to spend 150 on anything that benefits their club (food incl.) VERSUS
    - Remains the same – 250 allowance according to old rules
- **The way it works now is you get 250 to spend wisely but spending it all on food to attract people to club events is not appropriate
- Last year, we had this $250x60 clubs rule but not all clubs spent most or all of their budget so a lot was left over
- Dean proposes that we only give clubs 150 to spend, but they will have more freedom
- Some people are asking what will the clubs who actually spent the full 250 last year, do with just 150 this year?

VOTING RESULT: PASSED, clubs will have 150 to spend however they want

Constitutional Amendments:
- Current amending formula is messy with lots of holes
- Taylor proposes that the current process be changed (see the email)

VOTING RESULT: PASSED